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Earthquake Flood

Ze trekken de aandacht van
de lezers en werken zo als

een soort reclame

Thunderstorm

Teasers verwijzen vaak naar
een bepaald artikel in het

nieuws

Red Cross

Lezers die alleen de
voorpagina lezen, weten

meteen wat er in de rest van
het nieuws staat

Médicins sans
Frontières

Maak lezers nieuwsgierig
door een losse quote of een
vraag in de teaser te zetten

catastrophies Natural catastrophies in Belgium

Belgian aid to foreign catastrophies

Difference between hurricane and
tornado

In this newspaper article we will tell
more about different natural
catastrophies in Belgium and
Belgian aid to foreign disasters.

2016 European Floods

In late May and early June 2016
flooding began after several days of
heavy rain in Europe, mostly
Germany and France, but also
Austria, Belgium, Romania,
Moldova, Netherlands and the
United Kingdom. Among others, the
German states of Bavaria, Hesse,
Rhineland-Palatinate,
Baden-Württemberg, and North
Rhine-Westphalia were
affected.[13] Beginning at the river

Emergency weather during
Pukkelpop 2011 in Hasselt.

On August 18 there was a violent
storm over the meadow in Kiewit. In
a matter of minutes, festival-goers
went through the fear in the
Château tent, but it collapsed.

Five people were killed and many
others were slightly to severely
injured.

Heavy Flood of 2010

In November 2010, Belgium
struggles with heavy rainfall and
associated flooding. The problems
started on 12 November. Due to the
heavy rainfall the water level of a
large number of rivers and canals in
Belgium, except that of the Meuse
and the IJzer, had risen above the
alarm level. The built-up reservoirs
were also full.
In addition to the regular
emergency services, a small team
from the Belgian army was also
deployed to help. Dike breaches
also took place in some places: at
Sint-Pieters-Leeuw, Beersel, at the
Charleroi-Brussels Canal and in
Overboelare at Geraardsbergen.
Many people had to be evacuated
from their homes.
The situation in the provinces of
East Flanders and Flemish Brabant
was very serious. West Flanders
was largely spared. Three people

Tornadoes and hurricanes appear to
be similar in their general structure.
Both are characterized by extremely
strong horizontal winds swirling
around the center, strong upward
motion dominating the circulation
with some downward motion in the
center. The tangential winds far
exceed the radial inflow or the
vertical motion, and can cause much
damage. Hurricanes always rotate
counterclockwise in the northern
hemisphere (clockwise in the
southern), the direction of their
rotation being determined by the
Earth's rotation. This is almost
always true of tornadoes too,
although on rare occasions
"anticyclonic" tornadoes spinning in
the opposite direction do occur
(tornadic circulation is determined by
the local winds). This is where the
similarities end.

The most obvious difference
between tornadoes and hurricanes
is that they have drastically different
scales. They form under different
circumstances and have different
impacts on the environment.
Tornadoes are "small-scale
circulations", the largest observed
horizontal dimensions in the most
severe cases being on the order of 1
to 1.5 miles.

They most often form in association
with severe thunderstorms which
develop in the high wind-shear
environment of the Central Plains
during spring and early summer,
when the large-scale wind flow
provides favorable conditions for
the sometimes violent clash
between the moist warm air from
the Gulf of Mexico with the cold dry
continental air coming from the
northwest. However, tornadoes can
form in many different
circumstances and places around
the globe. Hurricane landfalls are
often accompanied by multiple
tornadoes. While tornadoes can
cause much havoc on the ground,
they have very short lifetimes (on
the order of minutes), and travel
short distances. They have very
little impact on the evolution of the
surrounding storm, and basically do
not affect the large-scale
environment at all. Hurricanes, on
the other hand, are large-scale
circulations with horizontal
dimensions from 60 to well over
1000 miles in diameter.

Heavy storms

Flood in HoutHulst Hyperlinks
2014 - Streets, living
rooms and cellars under
water. "The water flowed
through the front door and
the back door outside.

The fire brigade helped
where it was needed.

At one point there was ten
inches of water in the
house. The water
eventually flowed away
quickly. It has been the
third time in five years.
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